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							Chartered Accountants


							united by a commitment to provide exceptional client service
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									Audit and Assurance

									
									We have a skilled team of audit personnel guided by partners who have in-depth knowledge with hands on experience. We carefully analyse the ever changing business environment in which our clients operate and design our audit approach to fulfill our audit responsibilities on regulatory and business requirements. We guarantee that our services will provide the means for your organisation to receive assurance and advisory services that meet the highest standards.
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									Tax consultancy

									The changes in the tax environment constantly challenge large and growing businesses. How your business meets this challenge will have a significant impact on your bottom-line. We can help you minimise your tax exposure and highlight the risks presented by constantly evolving and increasingly complex legislation while ensuring compliance with tax laws. We offer in-depth, up-to-date knowledge of the relevant local tax rules and regulations and provide you with seamless advisory and compliance solutions in Sri Lankan tax. We also keep our clients informed on the latest changes that have an impact on the tax strategies of their businesses.
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									Corporate Finance

									In today's dynamic business environment, for any business organization one of the most important challenges is to compete effectively or to grow. We have a track record of delivering results for our clients and achieving the best price, deal structure and purchaser within an agreed timescale. We strive to provide value to our clients. Our commitment is to support better strategic business decisions.
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												CA Students' Society Table Tennis Tournament 2024 which was held recently gave the opportunity for the viewers to experience some intense table tennis matches. Several...
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												The annual training session on Corporate Income Tax which was given to managers and staff of NHCo and W&Co was held recently at NHCo Upskill...
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												NH Upskill Centre successfully completed yet another executive coaching programme on the "GROW YOUR HAPPINESS HABITS” Workshop on the 16th of Feb. The session was...
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                How to update Aadhaar address online and offline: A step by step guide
				
					
						on April 10, 2024 at 10:05 am 
					
					An incorrect address on your Aadhaar can disrupt several official procedures, like banks sending you cheque books or credit cards, accessing government benefits, or activating SIM cards

				

			
	
                Maruti Suzuki raises price of select cars, Swift hiked by up to Rs 25,000
				
					
						on April 10, 2024 at 10:02 am 
					
					Maruti Suzuki India on Wednesday said it has hiked the price of its hatchback Swift by up to Rs 25,000 along with an increase on a select variant of SUV Grand Vitara.
The prices of Swift have been raised by up to Rs 25,000, Maruti Suzuki India said in a regulatory filing.
Similarly, the price of the Sigma variant of Grand Vitara has been increased by Rs 19,000, the company said.
Now, Swift is available at a price range of Rs 5.99 lakh to Rs 8.89 lakh (ex-showroom Delhi). The Sigma variant of Grand Vitara is priced at Rs 10.8 lakh (ex-showroom Delhi), as per the company's website.
The price hikes are effective April 10, 2024, the company said.

				

			
	
                India leads global tech sector with $ 254 billion revenue in FY24: Deloitte
				
					
						on April 10, 2024 at 10:00 am 
					
					Deloitte's report highlights India's growing tech dominance in spatial computing and generative AI

				

			
	
                Stock of this broking firm has surged 42% in 2 days; up 86% in 13 days
				
					
						on April 10, 2024 at 9:57 am 
					
					The average trading volumes at the counter jumped over 10-fold in trades on Wednesday.

				

			
	
                Vodafone Idea stock may more-than-half amid subscriber churn: CLSA
				
					
						on April 10, 2024 at 9:52 am 
					
					Shares of Vodafone Idea could drop as much as 61 per cent to Rs 5, warns analysts at CLSA

				

			
	
                Calcutta HC orders CBI probe in Sandeshkhali sexual assault, land grab case
				
					
						on April 10, 2024 at 9:48 am 
					
					The court said that it will oversee the probe by the central agency, which is also handling the inquiry into the January 5 attack on Enforcement Directorate officials

				

			
	
                NSE raises the raid flag on deepfakes: Here is how you can fall prey to such scams
				
					
						on April 10, 2024 at 9:44 am 
					
					A deepfake video of a CEO endorsing a stock could create false hype and lead to a surge in buying, inflating the price beyond its real value.

				

			
	
                Floods swamp settlements in Russia, over 96K evacuated in Kazakhstan
				
					
						on April 10, 2024 at 9:35 am 
					
					The water level in the Ural is rising, said Alexei Kudinov, the first deputy head of Orenburg. Reuters footage showed swathes of areas near the city under water

				

			
	
                Anti-aging tech likely to shape healthcare demand in coming years
				
					
						on April 10, 2024 at 9:33 am 
					
					They have identified 40 areas that may shape future consumer preferences and outlook towards health and wellness

				

			
	
                LS polls: EC orders action on anonymous political hoarding after complaints
				
					
						on April 10, 2024 at 9:31 am 
					
					The Election Commission on Wednesday directed clear identification of the printer and publisher on printed election-related material, including hoardings, in a bid to ensure accountability and transparency in poll campaigning.
The poll authority said the decision was taken by it after representations were received stating that in hoarding spaces controlled by municipal authorities, hoardings without the identity of the printer or publisher have been noticed.
The Aam Aadmi Party had also approached the EC on the issue recently.
The EC pointed to section 127A of the Representation of the People Act, 1951 which  prohibits the printing or publishing of election pamphlets, posters, placards, or banners without prominently displaying the name and address of the printer and publisher.
This requirement of disclosing the identity of publishers serves as a cornerstone for regulating campaign financing and fixing of responsibility in case content is found unbecoming of the framework of the Mo
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								Hunan Construction Engineering Group Corporation – China

								NH & Co has cooperated with us for 10 years, have been providing us with high-quality tax consulting services and providing legal and safe protection for our long-term development in Sri Lanka.
 etc...
								

								
								
									
									
										Li Haiyan
									

									Chief Accountant

								

								
							
							

												
							
								
								Who Hup International (Pte) Ltd – Singapore

								We have been working together with NH & Co from the start-up of Who Hup International (Pte) Ltd. They helped us through the entire journey providing value added services at each stage. NH & Co is not just our business consultant but a great business etc...
								


								
								
									
									
										Mr. Kow Sim Bock
									

									Finance Director

								

								
							
							

												
							
								
								Centunion Espanola De Coordination Tecnica Y Financiera Sa – Spain

								We have been very satisfied with the work you have done for us over the years and you have continued to provide the same high level of service.  Your office staff was very professional and dedicated and did a great job of keeping us informed on the  etc...
								


								
								
									
									
										Mr. Gustavo Lopez
									

									Country Manager
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												Raja Nihal Hettiarachchi
												Chairman / Senior Partner
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											Raja Nihal Hettiarachchi

											Chairman / Senior Partner

											Raja Nihal Hettiarachchi who is the founder of Nihal Hettiarachchi & Company, is a fellow member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka and the Institute of Certified Management Accountants of Sri Lanka. He completed article ship at KPMG, Ford Rhodes, Thornton & Company and qualified as a chartered accountant in 1976, at the age of 23 years. Then he served McCallum Breweries (Cey.) Group as the group financial controller and S.Savarimuttu & Company, a Firm of chartered Accountants as a Partner. Nihal Hettiarachchi has had wide and varied experience in the field of Accountancy, Auditing, Taxation and Management, and counts over thirty years of experience, including four years with Coopers & Lybrand, Zambia. He was also associated with PricewaterhouseCoopers in Maldives, as a consultant for a period of two years. He served as a senior member, the Examination Committee and Taxation Committee of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka.
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												Dinuk Hettiarachchi
												CEO/ Managing Partner
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											Dinuk Hettiarachchi

											CEO/ Managing Partner

											 +94 77 768 6390 |  dinuk@rnhgroup.lk

Dinuk Hettiarachchi is currently the Managing Partner of Nihal Hettiarachchi & Company, a leading firm of Chartered Accountants, Partner of Wijeyeratne & Company, Chartered Accountants and Chairman of 3DH International Group, which is a diversified group of companies operating in several business sectors with branch operations in Singapore, Australia & UAE. Further, he is a board member of the Skills Development Fund Limited & National Institute of Language Education & Training.

He is also a past Chairman of the Chamber of Young Lankan Entrepreneurs, popularly known as COYLE and a country representative of the Asia Pacific Trade Agreement Chamber of Commerce & Industry (APTA CCI).

He has travelled overseas extensively which has contributed to his experience in practice and industry, gaining exposure in accounting and assurance services, taxation, business consultancy, BPO, IT based services, property development, international trade, oil & gas, leisure sector, construction, etc.

Recently he was recognized as one of the most Influential young leaders by the Echelon Magazine in the New Establishment 100 list.
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												Ishani Hettiarachchi
												CEO - Secretarial Services
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											Ishani Hettiarachchi

											CEO - Secretarial Services

											 ishani@rnhgroup.lk

Ms. Ishani Hettiarachchi is the Deputy CEO of RNH Group of Companies and also the Chairman of RNH Holdings (Pvt) Ltd, which is an associate company of Nihal Hettiarachchi & Company, Chartered Accountants.

Ms. Ishani Hettiarachchi has extensive and diverse experience in serving various areas in the private sector. She completed her primary and secondary education at St. Bridget’s College, Colombo. She carried her professional education at the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators (ICSA).

As the Deputy CEO of the RNH Group and the Chairman of RNH Holdings (Pvt) Ltd, she is responsible for the day-to-day administration and management of the business, in line with the Strategic Framework, risk appetite and annual and long-term objectives of the Company.

Her experience over 25 years helps the Company to be a diversified successful business enterprise, in a span of over two decades.
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												Harshila Withanage
												Director : Company Secretaries
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											Harshila Withanage

											Director : Company Secretaries

											 +94 77 315 8533 |  harshila@mh-co.lk

Ms. Harshila Withanage, is currently the CEO/Director of RNH Holdings (Pvt) Ltd, which is an associate company of Nihal Hettiarachchi & Company, Chartered Accountants.

As the CEO/ Director, she’s responsible for delivering corporate secretarial services to both local & overseas clients. She has the exposure in handling Limited liability companies, Guarantee companies, Public Companies and Finance Companies.

With over 20 years of experience she has gathered a wealth of knowledge in her respective field and is a fellow member of the Institute of Chartered Corporate Secretaries of Sri Lanka. She has also registered as a Company Secretary at the Registrar of Companies. She was a former Director of the Institute of Chartered Secretaries of Sri Lanka. She currently serves as a member of the Education Committee of the Institute of Chartered Secretaries of Sri Lanka.

On a personal note, she is a student of Anula Vidyala, Nugegoda. She was involved in several extra-curricular activities during her school career.
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												W.J.L.S. Fernando
												Partner : Wijeyeratne & Company
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											W.J.L.S. Fernando

											Partner : Wijeyeratne & Company

											 +94 77 308 3414 |  lalindra.fernando@wijeyeratne.com
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												Erandi Weerasuriya
												Group Audit Partner
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											Erandi Weerasuriya

											Group Audit Partner

											 +94 77 372 1585 |  erandi@nh-co.lk

Erandi Weerasuriya is the senior audit partner in the Audit and Assurance practice of Nihal Hettiarachchi and Co Chartered Accountants and an audit partner of Wijeyeratne & Co Chartered Accountants in Sri Lanka, with over 18 years of professional experience. She has exposure in auditing diverse industries such as manufacturing, construction, leisure, healthcare, transportation, not- for -profit and other service providers. She has further substantial experience in internal auditing for several large organizations.

Additionally, Erandi has served in several committees of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka over the years including Financial Reporting Standards Implementation & Interpretation Committee and Audit Faculty.

Erandi is an Associate Member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka and holds a special degree in Public Administration from the University of Sri Jayewardenepura.
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												Nadeeka Suranjana
												Group Tax Partner
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											Nadeeka Suranjana

											Group Tax Partner

											 +94 77 227 0408 |  nadeeka@wijeyeratne.com

With a distinguished career spanning over 13 years, Nadeeka Suranjana stands as the Senior Tax Partner at Nihal Hettiarachchi and Co Chartered Accountants and Wijeyeratne & Co Chartered Accountants. His expertise extends across diverse sectors, where he has provided invaluable insights in tax advisory services, contributing to the financial success of businesses nationwide.

Nadeeka is an Associate Member of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka, upholding the highest standards of professional integrity. His academic prowess is showcased through a special degree in Accounting from the University of Sri Jayewardenepura, demonstrating a commitment to excellence in both theory and practice. In 2010, Nadeeka was awarded the prestigious prize for the subject “Advanced Taxation & Strategic Tax Planning” by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka, a testament to his exceptional understanding and proficiency in the field.

In addition to his corporate leadership role, Nadeeka serves as a visiting lecturer at the Department of Accounting of the University of Sri Jayewardenepura, imparting knowledge to the next generation of financial professionals. His dedication to education extends to private educational institutions, further enriching the minds of aspiring accountants.

Nadeeka Suranjana’s commitment to the field is evident through his active involvement in various committees of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka. Notably, he has contributed to the CA Tax-Technical Forum, showcasing his dedication to advancing tax expertise within the professional community.

As a Director of HLB Lanka Business Advisory Services (Pvt) Ltd, Wijeyeratne & Company Taxation Services (Pvt) Ltd, PASS Consulting (Pvt) Ltd, and PASS Staff Placement (Pvt) Ltd, Nadeeka brings strategic leadership to a diverse range of businesses, contributing to their growth and success.

Nadeeka Suranjana is not just a seasoned professional; he is a dynamic leader, educator, and contributor to the professional community.

.
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												Saman Ranasinghe
												Partner : Wijeyeratne & Company
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											Saman Ranasinghe

											Partner : Wijeyeratne & Company

											 +94 77 254 9197 |  saman@wijeyeratne.com

		
										

									

								

							

						
 	
								
														
						
												
					

					
					
						Our Managers - Nihal Hettiarachchi & Company
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												Dinusha Illangkoon
												Director: Tax
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											Dinusha Illangkoon

											Director: Tax
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												Viraji Kariyavasam
												Tax Manager
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											Viraji Kariyavasam

											Tax Manager
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												Kasuni Wijerathna
												Tax Manager
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											Kasuni Wijerathna

											Tax Manager
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												Indunil Wijesinghe
												Tax Manager
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											Indunil Wijesinghe

											Tax Manager
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												Isuru Abeygunawardane
												Senior Audit Manager
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											Isuru Abeygunawardane

											Senior Audit Manager
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												Sujani Abeykoon
												Senior Tax Manager
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											Sujani Abeykoon

											Senior Tax Manager
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												Chanika Harshani
												Tax Manager
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											Chanika Harshani

											Tax Manager
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												Hiruni Madhukala
												Senior Audit Manager
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											Hiruni Madhukala

											Senior Audit Manager
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												Upeksha Rathnayaka
												Audit Manager
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											Upeksha Rathnayaka

											Audit Manager
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												Ashan Thisaranga
												Audit Manager
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											Ashan Thisaranga

											Audit Manager
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												Thilini Sachinika
												Audit Manager
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											Thilini Sachinika

											Audit Manager
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												Bandula Padmalal
												Manager: HLB Lanka
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											Bandula Padmalal

											Manager: HLB Lanka
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												Kasun Mendis
												Clients Servicing Manager
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											Kasun Mendis

											Clients Servicing Manager
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												Ishara Weerasinghe
												Manager: BPO
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											Ishara Weerasinghe

											Manager: BPO
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												Milani Lakmali
												Tax Manager
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											Milani Lakmali

											Tax Manager
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												Dineth Theekshana
												Audit Manager
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											Dineth Theekshana

											Audit Manager
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												Pramodya Rajapaksha
												Group IT Manager
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											Pramodya Rajapaksha

											Group IT Manager

													
										

									

								

							

						
 	
								
														
						
												
					

					
					
					
					
						Our Managers - Wijeyeratne & Company
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												Udeshika Rajapakshe
												Tax Manager : Wijeyeratne and Company
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											Udeshika Rajapakshe

											Tax Manager : Wijeyeratne and Company
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												Dinesh Senevirathne
												Tax Manager : Wijeyeratne and Company
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											Dinesh Senevirathne

											Tax Manager : Wijeyeratne and Company
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												Nawodaka Wickramasinghe
												Audit Manager : Wijeyeratne & Company
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											Nawodaka Wickramasinghe

											Audit Manager : Wijeyeratne & Company
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												Roshika Nuwan
												Audit Manager : Wijeyeratne & Company
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											Roshika Nuwan

											Audit Manager : Wijeyeratne & Company
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												Lakshan Perera
												Tax Manager : Wijeyeratne and Company
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											Lakshan Perera

											Tax Manager : Wijeyeratne and Company
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												Nalin Mulupitage
												Manager: BPO
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